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Study faster, learn better-and get top grades with Schaum's Outlines

Millions of students trust Schaum's Outlines to help them succeed in the classroom and on exams. Schaum's is the key to faster learning and higher grades in every subject. Each Outline presents all the essential course information in an easy-to-follow, topic-by-topic format. You also get hundreds of examples, solved problems, and practice exercises to test your skills.

Use Schaum's Outlines to:

	Brush up before tests    
	Find answers fast    
	Study quickly and more effectively    
	Get the big picture without spending hours poring over lengthy textbooks    


Fully compatible with your classroom text, Schaum's highlights all the important facts you need to know. Use Schaum's to shorten your study time-and get your best test scores!

This Schaum's Outline gives you:

	A concise guide to the standard college course in statistics    
	486 fully worked problems of varying difficulty    
	660 additional practice problems    
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Analytic Solutions Of Functional EquationsWorld Scientific Publishing, 2008

	This book presents a self-contained and unified introduction to the properties of analytic functions. Based on recent research results, it provides many examples of functional equations to show how analytic solutions can be found.


	Unlike in other books, analytic functions are treated here as those generated by sequences with...
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iOS Wow Factor: UX Design Techniques for iPhone and iPadApress, 2011

	With the millions of apps in the crowded Apple iTunes App Store, it can be difficult to get your apps noticed. How can you make your app stand out from the crowd and get it the reviews it deserves? 
	
	iOS Wow Factor shows you how to get noticed! It explains how to go beyond the basics and where to "break the rules"...
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Concepts of Chemical Engineering 4 Chemists (RSC '4' Chemists)Royal Society of Chemistry, 2007

	This book is meant as a handbook and resource guide for chemists
	(and other scientists) who either find themselves working alongside
	chemical engineers or who are undertaking chemical engineering-type
	projects and who wish to communicate with their colleagues and
	understand chemical engineering principles. The book has arisen out
	of...
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Practical RichFaces (Expert's Voice in Java Technology)Apress, 2011

	RichFaces 4 is a component library for JavaServer Faces, and an advanced framework for easily integrating AJAX capabilities into business applications. It lets you quickly develop next-generation web applications based on JSF 2/Ajax.


	In this definitive RichFaces 4 book, instead of using JBoss Tools, the author bases all...
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Numerical Methods in Finance with C++ (Mastering Mathematical Finance)Cambridge University Press, 2012

	Driven by concrete computational problems in quantitative finance, this book provides aspiring quant developers with the numerical techniques and programming skills they need. The authors start from scratch, so the reader does not need any previous experience of C++. Beginning with straightforward option pricing on binomial trees, the book...
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Apache Essentials: Install, Configure, Maintain (Pioneering Series)Friends of Ed, 2004

	Apache is the most widely used web server on the Internet today, and that comes as no surprise—it’s open source and therefore free of charge, not to mention gloriously extensible. And it’s much more secure than other web servers.


	So you’ve picked this book up and youre wondering what exactly makes it...
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